
PARNTER PRESS UPS CLAPS

Face a partner. Perform a
press up at the same time

and then clap opposite hands
with each other. Alternate
hands to clap with after

each press up.

BICEP CURL

10 reps
Have your partner hold
a bib to apply some 

esistance while you bend 
our arm at the elbow to pull

the bib upwards

WALKOUT HIGH FIVES
Start standing apart, place your

hands on the floor and walk out to
each other on your hands into a
plank. Give your partner a high 5

then walk your hands back to your
feet. Stand and repeat. 

PRO PUSH UPS 

1 press up 1 full arm raise
2 press ups 2 full arm raises  
3 press ups 3 full arm raises

…
Up to 10 repetitions

IT’S A KNOCKOUT!

PLANK 

Who can hold it the longest

STRAIGHT ARM PLANK 
Bowling Game

With a partner both assume a
straight arm plank, have three

cones in front of you with tennis
balls on the top.

Using a dodgeball try to roll the ball
and knock their tennis balls off. 
3 press ups per cone knocked

down 

TRICEP DIPS

10 reps 
From a bench, lower

yourself to the floor and
then push up

straightening your arms
without  letting your bottom

touch the floor

WEEK 3

EQUIPMENT:
Bench / whistle / bibs / gym mats / tennis balls / cones / dodgeball   

UPPER BODY PUMP
Focus: Upper body strength 

Repetitions: complete each full set before
moving to the next exercise – finish with

IT’S A KNOCKOUT

Suggested work out:
5 minute pulse raising warm up starting with walking and increasing speed to jogging

then running to increase heart rate. Start with 2 sets each (4 in total on an
activity) for 60 seconds. If you and a partner are working at the same time

rest on the even numbered rotations. 
Finish with pulse lowering exercises and static stretches.

IT’S A KNOCKOUT!

SIDE RAISE 

Who can hold it the longest
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